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ANAPHYLAXIS – SYSTEMIC ALLERGY REACTION
Anaphylaxis is a severe and potentially life-threatening form of IgE-mediated allergy that every Kinesiologist
needs to know about and better still how to defuse effectively before the event.
What’s Happening Really?
A histamine response throughout the whole body, that takes place on a cellular level and stimulates the
production of cells called B lymphocytes. Once the allergen locks onto the B lymphocyte, the B lymphocyte
then rapidly and repeatedly divides, creating hundreds of new cells called plasma cells that release
substances called antibodies or immunoglobulins in massive amounts.
This creates an immediate life threatening situation but it can be defused.
In the presentation I will explain:
‘Have To’ Balances
1. Adrenal Gland Balance: Balance to the allergen involved or to the Reverse Adrenal Syndrome. This will
be Illustrated during the presentation
2. Liver Balance: Balance the liver to the Adrenals, Sugar, Histamine and the Memory cells to the antigens
3. Balance Liver to Antibodies of allergen. And then to B lymphocyte levels to the allergen
4. Balance to Nutritional Mediators
Plus other support options will also be explained.
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